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Abstract. In this paper we propose a novel masquerade detection method based on constraint satisfaction problem. A masquerade attack is a challenge to the computer security, where an illegitimate entity poses as (and assumes the identity of) a legitimate entity. The illegitimate user, called masquerader, hides his/her identity by impersonating a legitimate user in a computer system or network and may maliciously damage the system. The detection of a masquerader relies on a user signature, a sequence of commands collected from a legitimate user. The underlying assumption is that the signature captures detectable patterns in a user’s sequence of commands. We model a user as a binary constraint network such that each node represents an episode of commands and binary relationship between a pair of episodes is encoded as the disjunction of the Allens Interval relations. The well-known framework IA network is employed for the detection purpose. Any new subsequence of commands should be consistent with at least one user network. If the subnetwork is not consistent with any of the known networks, then we identify the subsequence as masquerade. We make use of a novel technique of episode determination for this purpose. We performed extensive experimentation on a well-known dataset (Schonlau Dataset) and find encouraging results. Keywords: Masquerader, Unix commands, Frequent episodes, Interval algebra, Constraint satisfaction problem.



1



Introduction



Advancement in the technology and computing is leading to better and more efficient solutions to problems. Due to high performing computing devices, more and more data can be analyzed rapidly for better understanding. But this high performing characteristics also has a dark side. It has become relatively easier ?
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to capture the encrypted data and decrypt it very fast, which causes the disclosure of important information to unintended person. This has given rise to the problem of managing important information, like passwords, properly. Also, as a human being, we tend to choose mnemonic passwords, so that we can recall them easily. Therefore, it is always possible that the sensitive information, like password, be known to others and if so, the consequences are very much obvious to us. One specific consequence of this information leakage is known as masquerade attack, where an illegitimate entity poses as (and assumes the identity of) a legitimate entity. The illegitimate user, called masquerader, hides his/her identity by impersonating a legitimate user in a computer system or network and may maliciously damage the system. Masquerade attack can occur in varieties of ways such as by obtaining a legitimate user’s password, accessing an unattended and unlocked workstation, forging email address in messages, overtaking a computer via a network access. It is not possible to detect such attacks by any type of detection at the time of accessing. It is also hard to detect this type of security breach at its initiation because the attacker appears to be a normal user with valid authority and privileges. Masquerader can be either an insider with malicious intent trying to hide his identity by impersonating other users or an outsider, who generally try to gain access to the account of the super-user. The broad range of damage that can be caused via masquerade attacks makes this as one of most serious threats to computer and network infrastructure. The detection of a masquerader relies on a user signature, a sequence of commands collected from a legitimate user. The underlying assumption is that the signature captures detectable patterns in a user’s sequence of commands. This signature is compared to the current user’s session. A sequence of commands produced by the legitimate user should match well with patterns in the user’s signature, whereas a sequence of commands of a masquerader should match poorly with the user’s signature. The detection becomes difficult when the masquerader perfectly mimics original user’s behavior. There is also a chance that the legitimate user may be detected as a masquerader if the user’s behavior change, which may cause annoying false alarms. In the present paper, we propose a novel way of modeling user behavior and the detection of masqueraders. Each user is profiled in terms of the unix commands, issued by him. From the command history, the frequent episodes of the commands are calculated by using an algorithm, originally proposed in [3]. We make use of 13 temporal relations to find the relationships among various episodes in the command data[1]. These relationships are depicted as binary constraint network and each user is represented as one network. When a new sequence of commands is encountered, the corresponding constraint network is generated based on the episodes present in the sequence and the binary relationships among the episodes. The new network in conjunction with the user network is subjected to well known consistency checking technique of Temporal CSP. If the augmented network is consistent by itself but not consistent in conjunction with any of the user network then the sequence is identified as a
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masquerade sequence. We employ novel approach of episode determination and temporal CSP techniques for this purpose. The proposed methodology is tested on the well known Schonlau dataset [14]. The experimental results show the high accuracy of the proposed method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly outline the existing techniques of masquerade detection. Section 3 gives a preliminary background about the episode discovery and interval algebra. We discuss about the proposed method in section 4. Section 5 is concerned with the experimental details. Our conclusion and future work follows in section 6.



2



Related Work



The detection of a masquerader relies on a user signature, a sequence of commands collected from a legitimate user. The underlying hypothesis is that a sequence of commands produced by the legitimate user should match well with patterns in the user signature, whereas a sequence of commands of a masquerader should match poorly with the user’s signature. Based on this assumption, there have been numerous attempts at successfully detecting masquerade attacks (minimizing false negatives) without degrading the quality of a user’s session (minimizing false positives). Schonlau et al. [14] investigate the use of various techniques, like Bayes 1-Step Markov, Hybrid Multi-Step Markov, Incremental Probabilistic Action Modeling (IPAM), Uniqueness, Sequence-Match, and Compression for masquerade detection. Bayes 1-Step Markov method is based on single-step transitions from one command to the next, and it determines the consistency of the observed transition probabilities with historical probabilities. As reported in [14], this technique is the best performer in terms of correct detections, but failed to get close to the desired false alarm rate. Hybrid Multi-Step Markov method is based on Markov models. In some sense it is hybrid model of Markov model and a simple independence model, depending on the proportion of commands in the test data that are not observed in the training data. IPAM (incremental probabilistic action modeling) is based on single-step command transition probabilities, estimated from the training data. IPAM’s performance reportedly ranks with those in the lowest-performing group. Uniqueness approach is based on the frequency of various commands. Commands that are not seen in the training data, may indicate a masquerade attempt. The more infrequently a command is used by the user community as a whole, the more indicative that command is of being used by a masquerader. It is reported that Uniqueness is a relatively poor performer in terms of detecting masqueraders, but is the only method able to approach the target false alarm rate of 1%. Sequence-Match method computes a similarity match between the most recent user commands and a user profile. On the Schonlau data, it is a poor performer. The idea behind the compression approach is that new data from a given user compresses at about the same ratio as old data from that same user, and that data from a masquerading user will com-
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press at a different ratio and thereby be distinguished from the legitimate user. Compression was the worst performer of the methods tested. Maxion and Townsend [11] propose some improvements over the methods proposed in [14]. Their Bayesian model assumes that the user generates a sequence of commands, one command at a time, each with a fixed probability that is independent of the commands preceding it. The probability for each command c for a given user u is based on the frequency with which that command appears in the training data. The probability of a sequence of command is the product of probabilities of individual commands in the sequence. A block is detected as legitimate or masquerade based on the ratio of its probability as the user u (self ) or not the user u (non-self ). In spite of the unrealistic assumption of independence of individual commands, the technique performs very well. As an enhancement, it is shown in [12] that valuable information is lost when truncated command line data is used. It is proposed to use enriched command data. The enriched commands include information like name, arguments, flag, alias, options, directory, and history. It is reported that the dataset with enriched commands yields better results than the earlier dataset of truncated commands. In [4] Coull et al. propose a novel technique based on pair-wise sequence alignment, which is a variation of the classic Smith-Waterman algorithm for biological sequence [16]. It is observed that none of the conventional alignments like local alignment or, global alignment is suitable in their original form for the matching of command sequence. Therefore, in order to suit the context, a novel scoring system is proposed that rewards the alignment of commands in the user segment but does not necessarily penalize the misalignment of large portions of the signature. This method produces a hit rate of 75.8% and false positive rate of 7.7% that are extremely competitive with other top masquerade detection algorithms. The only algorithms that perform comparably with these results are the Naive Bayes algorithms. Very recently, a new and efficient masquerade detection technique based on SVM is proposed by Kim and Cha [8]. It is based on two novel concepts of common commands and voting engine. The common commands are sets of commands used frequently by more than n number of users at the rate exceeding Y%. In order to extract features, the blocks of 100 commands are further viewed as smaller blocks by sliding a smaller window within the block. Blocks of 100 commands were divided into six different sub-blocks, each containing 50 commands with a sliding window of size 10. SVM predictor determines if each sub-block is normal or not. A voting engine decides if the total block is to be considered as being anomalous. If the number of masquerade sub-blocks exceeds threshold value, the block is considered as masquerade block. The results are reported to be the best so far with 80.1% of detection rate and 9.7% false positive.



3



Preliminary Background



In this section, we provide necessary background to understand the proposed technique.
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3.1



Frequent Episode Discovery



In this section we describe an algorithm to extract meaningful subsequences (episodes) from a continuous sequence of commands. An episode is defined as an ordered set of elements (commands) within a given interval, such that the order is maintained in whole data. The idea has been taken from the VotingExperts paradigm, proposed in [3]. The episode discovery method is concerned with assigning score to every element of the sequence so that higher value of the score indicates more likelihood of the element being the end point of an episode. The scores for each element are accumulated for each position of a sliding window of fixed length. While the window slides from left to right, the boundary-expert scores for a position by computing boundary entropy and the frequency-expert votes for the position based on the frequency of occurrence of the subsequence in the whole sequence. The main intuition behind the boundary entropy is the following. In a subsequence, if any element precedes many distinct elements then it is difficult to determine any pattern of occurrence of the pair of elements. Hence, the entropy at this element has a very high value. On the other hand, if there is any specific pattern of occurrence then the entropy would be low. Similarly, the frequency-expert assigns high score when the subsequence is very frequent, which is attributed to being more meaningful. In order to complete these scores efficiently, it is proposed to compile the sequence data in the form of a trie of ngrams. This data structure is used to determine the scores at every location. We describe below the construction of trie from the sequence data. Construction of Trie The trie can be viewed as a pre-fix tree of depth d, so that each distinct subsequence of length d − 1 is a path from root node to a leaf node in the tree. Two subsequences having common prefix share common ancestors representing the prefix fragment. At every node, the frequency indicates the frequency of the subsequence represented by the path from root to the current node. The algorithm for construction of the trie is given in figure 1. We illustrate the concept with the following example. Example 1: Let us consider the sequence of six commands:  The trie with depth 3 can be generated using the algorithm as depicted in figure 2. We can observe that the leaf node labeled sh (second from left) represents the sequence {cpp, sh} and hence the number 2 at this node indicates the frequency of the subsequence. And each of the sequences {xrdb, cpp}, {sh, cpp} and {sh, mv} is present once. The two sequences {sh, cpp} and {sh, mv}, have a common prefix {sh}, which is also the common ancestor for the corresponding nodes. Calculation of boundary entropy using the trie The entropy of a node refers to the entropy of the sequence from the root node to the concerned node. Let f (x) be the frequency of the node x. Let x0 be a node and parent(x0 ) be the
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Input: Sequence of commands C, depth d Initialize: root = NULL n=d−1 do for each ci ∈ C if root has a child node labeled ci then increment frequency of node ci by 1 else add new child node labeled ci with frequency 1 endif do for j = i − n + 1 to i − 1 if j > 0 then do for each subsequence sk comprising of commands cj to ci−1 if sk has a child node with labeled ci then increase frequency of this node by 1 else add a new child node to the subsequence sk labeled ci with frequency 1 endif enddo endif enddo enddo Fig. 1. Algorithm to construct an ngram of depth (n + 1) from a command sequence C. root
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Fig. 2. Trie for Example 1 with d = 3. The thickness of edges indicates the frequency.



parent node of x0 . Let us assume that x1 , x2 , ..., xm are the other child nodes of parent(x0 ). The probability of the subsequence represented at node x0 , denoted as p(x0 ), is given by f (x0 ) (1) p(x0 ) = f (parent(x0 )) The entropy of parent(x0 ) is given by e(parent(x0 )) = −



m X



p(xi ) log p(xi )



i=0



It can be noted that the entropy for the leaf nodes is zero.
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Each node of the n-gram trie has two parameters, one is frequency and the other is entropy (except the root node). Level 1 onwards, for each level, we calculate the mean frequency (fl ), mean entropy (el ), standard deviation taking fl (σf l ), and standard deviation taking el (σel ). These are calculated by taking the parameters of each node belonging to the same level. Now, for each node belonging to the same level we standardize its frequency (f ) and entropy (e) as, f=



e − el f − fl , and e = σel σf l



(3)



Finding episodes using the n-gram trie structure To find episodes from the given command stream, it is necessary to find the correct boundary in the stream. We achieve this, by using the above n-gram trie with two parameters: frequency and entropy. Both the parameters contribute equally in finding the possible boundary by assigning scores to the probable boundary positions. The above trie data structure helps us in efficiently computing the entropy and frequency of a subsequence. We take a window of size n (n + 1 is the size of the trie) and examine different subsequences within the window. For instance, if x0 , x1 , x2 , ..., and xn−1 are the elements falling in the window, then we examine the entropy at each location as follows. The entropy at location i is the entropy of the node xi at level i + 1 along path x0 , x1 , ..., xi . The location corresponding to highest entropy is identified and its score is incremented by 1. The frequency at location i is calculated by the sum of the frequencies of subsequences (x0 ... xi−1 ) and (xi ... xn−1 ). The score at the location with highest frequency is incremented by 1. In this case, our goal is to maximize the sum of the frequencies of the left and right subsequences of the probable boundary. We take a sliding window of length n. There are n possible boundary positions inside the window. After sliding the window across the whole command sequence, we end up with scores for each location in the sequence. In a stream of |C| commands, there are |C| − 1 positions within the sequence. If a position is repeatedly voted for boundary by different windows then it is likely to accrue a locally-maximum score. We choose the position with local maximum of score as boundary of the episode. 3.2



Interval Algebra



Allen in his landmark paper [1] has proposed Interval Algebra, with 13 basic relations to relate any pair of time intervals in which events could occur. This initiated a substantial research activity in AI front to devise practical systems, which reason about time. The set of all basic relations in IA, is represented by, I = {b, eq, m, o, d, s, f, bi, mi, oi, di, si, fi}. These relations are exhaustive and are pair wise disjoint. Figure 3, gives the semantics of these basic relations. When the relation between a pair of intervals is indefinite, it is expressed as disjunction
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of basic relations and is represented as a set. For example the relation {m, o, s} between events A and B represents the disjunction (A meets B) ∨ (A overlaps B) ∨ (A starts B). Thus there are 213 = 8192 possible ways to relate a pair of intervals. An IA network is a graphical representation of this information where the vertices represent events and directed edges are labeled with sets of basic relations. The main reasoning tasks in this framework include, checking consistency of the given information and finding the feasible relations among all the variables in the network. The temporal information represented in terms of a collection of qualitative relations constrains time intervals and the reasoning tasks therefore reduce to the standard Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). A CSP consists of a set of constraints over a set of variables, where each variable is associated with its domain of values. An IA network is a network of binary constraints where the variables represent time intervals, the domain of the variables are the end points of the variables and the binary constraints between variables are represented implicitly by the sets of basic relations. Determining the feasible relations for example can be viewed as determining the deductive consequences of the given temporal information. For example from the information, episode1 meets episode2, episode2 meets episode3, we could derive that episode1 before episode3. The main inference technique (path consistency) in this framework is based on constraint propagation. Consider 3 intervals I, J, L with constraints I Rij J, J Rjl L and I Ril L. Compute relational composition and intersect with the direct relation. I Ril L = (I Rij J ⊗ J Rjl L) ∩ I Ril L. Continue until fixed relation. This path consistency algorithm is used as inference algorithm for Allen’s Interval Algebra.



4



Proposed Method



The present method of masquerade detection is based on the user command data. We observe that while a user shows a consistent behavior over a long period of time, it may happen that due to some requirement of temporary nature, the same user may type in few different commands. In such situation, we get interleaving of command sequence i.e. during user’s usual command sequence, there may be some other command sequence, arisen due to temporary requirement. Under such conditions, mere command sequence matching may not be very suitable technique to apply. We, therefore, propose to use interval algebra to capture interleaving of different command subsequences. We consider user command data as time series and apply various temporal relations, depicted in figure 3, to find the relation among various command subsequence (we call as episodes).
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Fig. 3. 13 basic relations in IA



Let there be a total of K users. Once the command sequence for each user is collected, we apply the frequent episode discovery algorithm, described in figure 1, to find the frequent episodes of user command sequence for all user. Let there be a total of N episodes. These N episodes are represented as nodes of a directed graph Gi corresponding to user i. For each user and for each episode, we find the interleaving of episodes in user’s command sequences by using the 13 relations shown in figure 3. The sets of relations among episodes that are being satisfied by the user’s command sequence constitute the edges of the graph Gi . Thus for each user i, we have a graph Gi to represent the user’s normal behavior. We illustrate the above method by taking an example below. Let the user’s command sequence be . Let us take the following three frequent episodes. (pwd cd), (ls ls) and (ls grep) The interleaving of episodes is shown in figure 4



ls pwd cd ls grep pwd cat ls cd grep Fig. 4. The interleaving of the episodes in user command sequence.
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On the basis of interleaving, shown in the figure 4, we get the following graph (figure 5) N2



{b, m



}



}



i d,b



{



{b, o, bi}



N1



N3



Fig. 5. User’s profile shown as the graph, where each node corresponds to one episode and each edge denoted the set of constraints, satisfied by corresponding nodes.



For the detection of masqueraders, the incoming command sequence, corresponding to user i, is also subjected to same procedure of forming the graph, G0i , as mentioned above. The so formed new graph G0i is compared with the user’s graph Gi to find the consistency with the normal graph Gi . To do so, we compare the set of relations for each edge of the two graphs. The following expression is used for comparison. (13 − edge(Gi )) ∩ edge(G0i ) = NULL



(4)



If equation 4 holds, then incoming command sequence belongs to user i. The intuition behind the above equation is that, if the incoming command sequence indeed is coming from the genuine user, then it should also form the same tree and in such case the expression 13 − edge(Gi ) consists of relations not belonging to genuine user, whose intersection with incoming sequence, thus, gives information about the normal or masquerader. If the above relation (equation 4) does not hold then we go for path consistency check by using the Qualitative-PathConsistency algorithm [6]. If the graph G0i is consistent with the graph Gi , the incoming command sequence belongs to user i and if the graph G0i is inconsistent with the graph Gi , the incoming command sequence does not belong to user i. But, if the graph corresponding to the new sequence data is NULL, we directly flag it as masquerade sequence without comparing with the normal graph. In the next section, we report experimental results on Schonlau dataset.



5



Experimental Results



For experimentation, we choose Schonlau dataset [14], which is a truncated command dataset (i.e. excluding the arguments of commands), commonly called as
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SEA dataset. The user’s commands are collected by UNIX acct auditing mechanism consisting of 15,000 truncated commands for each of the 70 users. Out of these 70 users, 50 users are selected randomly. Commands entered by the rest 20 users are used to simulate masquerade activities. Each command set is decomposed into 150 blocks consisting of 100 commands each, and the first 50 blocks, or 5,000 commands, are used as training data and the rest as test data. Experiment administrators randomly inserted 0∼24 command blocks as a means of approximating actions by masqueraders. The testing data is contaminated block-wise, so that a testing block is either contaminated completely or not at all. From training data of all users, we find 9770 episodes. Out of these 9770, we select the episodes that occur at least 1000 times in the training data. From these episodes, we discard those episodes, which are the multiples of some smaller episode. After this preprocessing, we get 20 episodes for constructing user’s profile Gi . We perform masquerade detection on testing data by taking one block of 100 commands at a time. To measure the accuracy, we define the following measures of accuracy. µi =



# of normal block detected as normal total # of normal blocks



λi =



# of masquerade block detected as masquerade total # of masquerade blocks



(5)



The above expression is calculated for each user i. Once it is calculated, the total accuracy of the method is calculated as follows. K X



T otalAccuracy =



(µi + λi )



i=1



2K



(6)



It should be noted that the total accuracy given by the equation 6 incorporates true negatives (µi ) and true positives (λi ) in the parlance of intrusion detection. We also observe that though the total number of profiled user is K = 50, some of them do not contain any masquerade blocks. Such users are excluded while calculating the value of total accuracy. Based on the accuracy measure, defined by equation 6, we get an accuracy of 0.76 on the test data.
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Conclusions



In the present study, we investigate the applicability of IA in the problem of masquerade detection. We observe that user’s commands data has some variability from time to time for a short period of time. To capture the interleaving of various command sequences, we make use of 13 temporal relations and represent the user’s profile as a graph. Each new command sequence is converted into a similar graph and is compared with the corresponding user’s graph. If the graph is not consistent with the normal graph, we flag the new command
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sequence as masquerade. The work is still in its preliminary stage and needs a lot of analysis and experimentation. We also observe that the variation in user’s command sequence should also be considered while comparing it with new command sequence. We are trying to incorporate such things into our work, which form our future work.
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